
Employee 
Scheduling

Schedule the right store 
employees at the right time—to 
do the right things.

Optimize your most important resource—your people
—just by changing the way you schedule. Rising 
minimum wages, increased regulations and a tight 
labor market mean effective scheduling is more 
important than ever. And while producing a great 
schedule does require a great forecast, the scheduling 
system you use can mean the difference between just 
OK and game-changing performance. 

Not all scheduling solutions are created equal. To 
deliver stellar customer service without over- or under-
scheduling, you must be able to schedule at the task 
level and cross-schedule your people. You also need the 
right scheduling logic and measurement. Extra cutting-
edge abilities like gig-style scheduling take you the 
extra mile if you so choose.

4 powerhouse catalysts to deliver the 
best schedules, period. 
While everyone claims to schedule the right associates 
at the right time, Logile uniquely takes it a step further. 
Our customers agree the following unmatched 

• Task-based scheduling. Schedule to actual
tasks—not just job codes—for maximized
efficiency and productivity.

• Cross-department, wall-to-wall scheduling.
Increase utilization by scheduling all your
departments across the store using
optimization.

• Scheduling effectiveness measurement.
Analyze all schedule versions—system-
generated, edited, actual and earned—to
prove performance and identify opportunities.

• Schedule costing and scheduling to budget.
Understand the true cost of a schedule.
Schedule within budget constraints via
automated hours realignment intelligence.

Gain a creative new solution to 
address labor challenges with Gig-
Style Scheduling
Logile Gig-Style Scheduling uniquely adapts the 
successful ride-share gig and crowdsource model to 
work in the retail operational environment, helping 
retailers effectively manage staffing shortages 
while attracting and retaining workers. Leverage 
this ground-breaking mobile solution as a new 
strategic tool to supplement your labor pool to 
effectively cover staffing needs across your 
organization.

capabilities have definitively changed their 
scheduling game with dramatic results. 



With Logile’s solution, gig workers are employees of 
your company approved by you to bid on shifts 
outside the associates’ primary store and 
departments. Crowdsource workers are not current 
company employees but are vetted and preapproved 
by you to bid on shifts for specific roles, departments 
and stores if managers open shifts to crowdsource 
status. Workers love it and your shifts get covered 
according to your rules and specifications: It’s a win-
win!

Fast-track your path to optimized, 
automated scheduling 
Get industry-leading scheduling optimization that 
supports centralized or store-based scheduling and 
workflow. Our retail labor experts work with you to 
address your requirements and set up the rules and 
parameters specific to your company’s needs. We 
quickly get you up and running—at all your locations
—and keep you tracking to your directives. 

Logile is the leading retail labor planning, workforce management, inventory management and store execution provider. 
Our proven AI, machine-learning technology and industrial engineering help retailers worldwide achieve operational 

excellence and provide the best service and products at optimal cost. Gain the Advantage with The Logic of Labor. 
Beyond workforce management—complete store planning and execution solutions. Logile.com

Prepare for predictive scheduling
If you've been hearing about predictive scheduling 
legislation and wondering if it will affect you, you're 
not alone. Logile can help. Unlike the alternatives, 
our advanced scheduling solution prepares you for 
compliance with predictive scheduling regulations
—now and into the future. 

Key benefits

• Validate and trust automated, intelligent
system-generated schedule writing to save
time and prove results

• Create accurate schedules further in advance

• Avoid violations and drive compliance

• Optimize lane assignment and queuing
management

• Cost savings through optimized use of your
labor resources

• Top-line sales growth through better customer
service and more satisfied associates

• Minimized wasted hours

• Less overtime

• Departments run more streamlined and to plan

• Visibility, tracking and scheduling down to the
15-minute interval

• Manage in real time with mobile KPI
dashboard alerts and analysis

• Deliver self-service agility for shift swapping
and bids, availability changes,
communication and more




